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Abstract 
In this contribution both semi-blind  and group 
blind multiuser detectors designed for uplink MC- 
CDMA systems  are investigated  in conjunction 
with  different  spreading codes.  In the investi- 
gated scenario Walsh codes are shown to outper- 
form both  Gold codes and Zadoff-Chu codes.  A 
short cyclic  prefix,  rather than differential cod- 
ing, isused for removing the phase ambiguity im- 
posed by  the blind channel estimation scheme, and 
the Akaike information theoretic criterion advo- 
cated by  Wax and Kailath is invoked  for the es- 
timation of the rank  of the semi-blind detectors, 
which is defined as the number of users activated 
in the channel.  When supporting a total of  I<- = 10 
users and exploiting the knowledge of the signa- 
ture waveforms for the group of  It- = 7 users com- 
municating within the reference  cell considered, 
while  dispensing  with any knowledge  about the 
parameters of the remaining Ic-B = 3 users roam- 
ing in the surrounding cells, the system's  perfor- 
mance was found to be close to  that achieved with 
the aid of  perfect  knowledge of  all the signature 
waveforms, the channel coefficients and the total 
number of  users K supported.  The achievable per- 
formance of  this scenario was about 3dB from the 
single user performance at a BER of  lo@. 
- 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
The philosophy  of  Multicarrier Code Division  bhltiple 
Access (MC-CDMA) systems [l]  is based on a novel coni- 
bination  of  CDMA  and Orthogonal Frequency  Division 
Muliiplexing (OFDM) [Z].  MC-CDMA constitutes a pro- 
mising candidate for employment in the next generation 
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of wireless  system owing to its high  grade of  flexility, 
since it has a  higher  number of  reconfigurable  parame- 
ters, than classic single-carrier CDMA [l].  However, the 
capacity  of  MC-CDMA  is  limited  by  the effects of the 
multiuser interference (LIUI). Hence, a range of  Multiuser 
Detection (MUD) techniques [3-51  has been proposed in 
the literature for reducing its effects.  For  example, the 
Minimum Mean Square Error  (MMSE) MUD has been 
characterized in [l,  31, while an Interference Cancellation 
(IC) based MUD has been proposed in [l,  41. 
Subspace based  blind  multiuser  detectors were first 
proposed  by  Wang  and  Poor  [6] for single-carrier  DS- 
CDhlA systems communicating over synchronous AWGN 
channels.  14'ang  and Poor [i]  later extended their work 
to dispersive asynchronous CDMA environments,  where 
also a subspace based  channel estimation approach was 
proposed.  In  18,  91,  Wang  and Host-Madsen  proposed 
group-blind multiuser  detectors for  uplink singlecarrier 
DS-CDMA, which  exploited  the prior knowledge  of  all 
signature waveforms, rather than only that of the refer- 
ence  user.  Their groupblind multiuser detector exhib- 
ited a substantial performance improvement over that of 
a blind multiuser detector. 
In this contribution, we investigated the application of 
subspacebased semi-blind and group-blind  multiuser de- 
tectors designed for the MC-CDMA uplink, while a short 
cyclic  prefix, rather than differential encoding was used 
for removing the phase  ambiguity  encountered, because 
differential encoding  sacrifices  3dB in  terms of  the re- 
quired  Signal-to-Noise  Ratio  (SNR).  The SNR loss  ow- 
ing to the transmission of  the cyclic prefix is significantly 
lower. Furthermore, the Akaike information theoretic cri- 
terion (AIC) [lo] was  invoked for the estimation of  the 
rank of  the signal space,  i.e.  for estimating the number 
of  users supported. As alternative design options, both a 
blind MMSE multiuser detector [SI  and a form-I1 group- 
blind multiuser detector [8] were studied in conjunction 
with Zadoff-Chu spreading codes [Ill,  Gold codes [I21 and 
Wakh codes [12]. 
This paper is organized  as follows.  Section 2 iiitro- 
duces the MC-CDblA system model using a short cyclic 
prefix, while  Section 3 characterizes  the semi-blind  and 
07803-8255-2/Wl$u).00  02004  I@f3?.  1727 group-blind multiuser detectors studied. In Section 4 our 
simulation  results are presented,  while in Section  5  we 
offer our conclusions. 
2.  SYSTEM MODEL 
Let us consider the employment of a IC-user MC-CDMA 
system in the uplink,  where I(  of  the users are in the 
reference  cell.  We  assume furthermore that the signa- 
ture waveforms of  this group of  K  nsers are known, while 
those of the  = I< -  k  other-cell users  are unknown. 
BPSK modulation was invoked.  The  modulating symbols 
bk  E {-l,+l}  having  a duration of  Tb are first spread 
using a spreading sequence cy = [Ck,l, cy,?,.  .  .  ,cI;,N] of 
length A',  where we  have cy .  cf  = 1. For simplicity,  in 
our investigations we  assume that OFDRI using N sub- 
carriers was  invoked  [2], where  A'  consecutive  chips of 
the MC-CDMA spreading sequences were mapped to A' 
different subcarriers during an OFDM symbol and hence 
the OFDM symbol  duration was T, = Tb.  The spread 
OFDM  bit-vector  of  N subcarriers can be expressed  as 
sk =  cyby = [sI,s~,  ...  SA.].  Then the Inverse Fast Fourier 
Transform (IFFT) is invoked for modulating the N sub- 
carriers by the spread information bits sk [Z]. This signal 
is transmitted through a multipath fading channel, which 
is assumed to have L  paths, hence the Channel Impulse 
Response (CIR) can be expressed as: 
L-I 
hy(t) =  hk,e ' 6(t -  mTc),  (1) 
e=o 
where hk,? is  the complex  channel gain  experienced  by 
the signal of  the kth user  in the tth path, which obeys 
Rayleigh fading, while T, = Tb/N is the chipduration. 
We assume that a sufficiently long cyclic prefix is incor- 
porated in the OFDM symbol prior to transmission for 
the sake of compensating for both the asynchronous delay 
differences of  the different users as well as for the delay- 
spread-induced inter-OFDiM-symbol interference imposed 
by the dispersive  channel  [2].  At the receiver,  the sam- 
ples of the received signal corresponding to  the cyclic pre- 
fix are first removed and N-point FFT is  invoked for de- 
modulating the remaining N samples [Z]. Hence the re- 
ceived signal can be expressed in vectorial  form as r = 
[TI,T?,.  . . ,"> 
K 
I' =  cSy.  Hy  +n  = G.  b+  n,  (2) 
k=1 
where Hk = [Hk,o,  H~J,.  . .  ,  H~,N]  denotes the frequency 
domain channel transfer function, and Sk is a diagonal 
matrix given by SI;  = diag{sy}. Since we  assume that a 
sufficiently long cyclic prefix was inserted, no OFDM in- 
tersymbol interference (1.51)  is incurred. Hence Hk  can be 
expressed  as the A-point DFT of hz = [hk;O,. . . ,  h~-l]~, 
where the operator  [  IT  denotes the matrix transpose. 
More explicitly, we  have Hk = FL hy,  where FL is an 
(N  x L)-dimensional matrix, which is given by the first L 
columns of  the DFT matrix F formulated as: 
\ 1  e-iZn(N-l)/N  ...  e-j2n(N-l)(~-l)/A'  ,) 
(3) 
Hence the effective signature waveform of the kth user, 
which is constituted by the convolution of  the spreading 
codes  and the CIR, can be expressed  as:  gy = CyHk, 
where  ck  = diag{ck}.  The matrix G in  Eq.(2) is  an 
(N  x I<)-dimensional  matrix comprising the convolution 
of the channel's  complex fading factors and the spread- 
ing  signatures of  all  the  IC  users,  hence  for  the com- 
bined  CIR we  have  G  = [gi,ga,.  .  .  ,g~].  The vector 
b = [bl,  bz, . .  . ,  b~]~  is the data vector and n is the white 
Gaussian noise vector associated with the covariance ma- 
trix of u2Ib.,  where IN denotes the (N x N)-dimensional 
identity matrix. 
3.  THE SEMI-BLIND RECEIVER 
In this section we will consider subspace based blind chan- 
nel estimation, as well as semi-blind and group-blind lin- 
ear multiuser detection  invoking rank estimation.  Let us 
first consider the underlying blind channel estimation phi- 
losophy. 
3.1.  Blind Channel Estimation 
When the background noise is white, we may invoke eige- 
nanalgsis of the  autocorrelation  matrix  of  the received 
MC-CDMA  signal vector r.  Upon extending the single- 
carrier DS-CDMA philosophy of [6, 71  to  our MC-CDMA 
scenario, the corresponding eigendecomposition is given 
by: 
R  =  E{rrH}=GGH+uZIN 
=  U,A,Uf  +  u2U,UF,  (4) 
where the superscript  ( )H  denotes the conjugate trans- 
pose of  a matrix.  Since the matrix G has a full column 
rank of T = K,  the matrix GGH in Eq.(4) has a rank of 
T. Therefore, in Eq.(4) As =  diag(A1,Xz,. .  . ,  A,)  contains 
the T largest eigenvalues of R in descending order (i.e. we 
have  XI  2  X2 2  . . . 2  A,  > u2 ), U, = [ul..  .  U?.] con- 
tains the corresponding  orthonormal eigenvectors, while 
U,  = [u,+~  ...  UN] contains the (N -  T) number of  or- 
thonormal eigenvectors that correspond to  the eigenvalue 
U?.  The channel response  hy  call  be estimated by ex- 
ploiting the orthogonality between the signal space and the noise space.  Specificall>; since U,  is orthogonal to 
the colunni space of  G, while gk is in the column space 
of  G, we  have: 
UFgk = UzCkFLhk = 0.  (5) 
Hence, an  estimate of the channel response hk can be oh- 
tained by computing the  minimum eigenvector of the ma- 
trix (FECfu,ufckFL), which constitutes a necessary 
condition for such a chanuel estimate to be unique, when 
we  have L 5 A' -  K. Furthermore, note that there is an 
arbitrary phase ambiguity in the estimate of  the channel 
response, but we  can remove this specific phase ambigu- 
ity with the aid of  the cyclic prefix using the technique 
proposed in [13]. 
3.2.  Rank Estimation 
Based on the estimated eigenvalues A = [XI,  A*, . .  . , 
AN] and using the Akaike information theoretic criterion 
(AIC) [lo],  the rank of the signal space ( i.e. the numher 
of  active users in the system ), can he estimated with the 
aid of  [lo].  The quantities invoked in the AIC are defined 
as follows: 
AIC(k) = (N -  I;).  A{. Ina(k)  +I;. (2.V -  k),  (6) 
where ill is the number of data bits used for the estima- 
tion of  the total number of  users supported, namely  K, 
where  AJ  is  conveniently chosen to he the transmission 
burst length, and a(k)  can be expressed as [lo]: 
N 
The estimate K of  the rank A'  of  the signal space is given 
by  that particular value of  I;,  which  minimizes  Eq.(6). 
Hence we have 
K = arg  min  {AIC(I;)}.  (8)  OSkSN-l 
3.3.  Semi-Blind and  GroupBlind Multiuser De- 
tection 
A  linear detector invoked  for  user  k  can be represented 
by the MUD'S weight  vector wk  E C",  which is  applied 
to the received signal r, such that the decision related tu 
bk  may be expressed as: 
ik  =  sgn{wf'r}.  (9) 
The linear  semi-blind h4hlSE multiuser  detector, which 
assumes only the knowledge of the signature waveform ol 
the reference user hut not of the other users is given by [6]: 
In contrast  to this semi-blind  multiuser  detection  phi- 
losophy, the group-blind  multiuser detector exploits  the 
knowledge of  a group of  k  composite signature wave- 
forms. More specifically, let us define the set G such that 
G = [gl  . . .  gk]  is an (Ar  x k)-dimensional matrix, which 
includes the signature waveforms of the group of k  users 
communicating within the cell of the reference user.  The 
%roup-blind  linear hybrid detector of user k, k = 1,.  .  .  ,  k, 
is given by the solution of  the following constrained opti- 
mization problem [SI: 
where lk  is the vector having a length of k  and having 
elements of  zero, except for the bth element, which is  1. 
Generally speaking, this detector invokes zero-forcing of 
the interference caused  by  the group of K  users  whose 
signature sequences are known, and suppresses the inter- 
ference imposed  by the other-cell  users, whose signature 
sequences are unknown, employing the MMSE criterion. 
The secalled form-I1 solution  [SI  and the corresponding 
bit estimate of  user  k may he written as [SI: 
Hence, we require the knowledge of  the composite signa- 
ture waveforms of the group of  K users supported within 
the reference cell,  in order to construct G. Finally, the 
operation of  this receiver is summarized in Table 1 
Operation of the MUD in white noise 
1. Compute the received sample's autocorrelation 
2. Compute the eigen-decomposition of 
3. Rank Estimation 
X  = Irl,rz,.  .  .  ,TAT] 
R = LXXH; 
A! 
R = U,A,UF  +  r2U,,U~; 
k=arg  min  {AIC(k)}; 
hk = min-eigenvector(FEC~u~u~ckF~); 
gk =  CfiFLhk, 
form  G  using  (gl,.  .  . ,  gk); 
5. Form the detector according to 
Eq.(lO) and Eq.(12). 
OSk<h'-l 
4. Blind Channel Estimation 
k = 1..  .  K; 
Table 1: The operation of  the blind and groupblind MC- 
CDMA multiuser detector Communicating over a disper- 
sive AWGN channel. 10.7~ 
Y  14  16 
Figure 1: BER performance of  the various detectors con- 
sidered.  Both the scenario of having a perfect knowledge 
of  the complex-valued  channel  coefficient  and the rank 
as well  as their imperfect estimation was characterized. 
Walsh  codes having a spreading factor of  N = 16 were 
employed and K = 10,  = 7 users were supported. All 
system parameters are summarized in Table 2. 
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Figure  2:  BER  performance  comparison  of  blind  and 
group-blind  multiuser detectors, when Walsh, Gold  and 
Zadoff-Chu codes were invoked and K.= 10,  K  = 7 users 
were supported.  All system parameters are summarized 
in Table 2. 
Parameters  I  Value 
CTR Ienct,h I,  13 
Normalized Dopper frequency  I  0.01 
Short. cvclic Drefix  I 2 chiDs  “. 
Burst length AI  I 256 
Table 2:  The basic simulation  parameters for the semi- 
blind and group-blind  multiuser detectors 
Figure 3:  MSE  performance  of  the blind channel  esti- 
mator, when  Walsh  codes having a spreading factor of 
iV = 16  were employed and li = 10 users were supported. 
All system parameters are summarized in Table 2. 
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Figure  4:  Correct  rank  acquisition  probability,  when 
Walsh codes having  a spreading factor of  N = 16 were 
employed and K = 10 users were supported. All system 
parameters are summarized in Table 2. 
4.  SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this section  we  provide computer simulation  results 
for characterizing the performance of  the proposed  blind 
and group-blind  multiuser detectors, when communicat- 
ing over a multipath Rayleigh fading channel having L = 
3  paths.  More  specifically,  the fading factors of  each 
complex-valued path are generated according to the Ray- 
leigh distribution, where the paths are norInalized so that 
each user’s  signal  arrives at the receiver  with  an equal 
power,  i.e.  we  have  11  hk  /Iz=  1.  The complex-valued 
fading coefficients are assumed to  he static during a block 
of  M  = 256 MC-CDMA hits, which  is the transmission 
burst length. In Fig.  1 we  observe that both  the semi-blind  and 
group-blind multiuser detectors are capable of achieving a 
performance, which is close to that associated with a per- 
fect knowledge of  the channel coefficients and the num- 
ber of  users K. More specifically, the BER performance 
degradation incurred by the imperfect channel estimation 
technique of Section 3.1 and rank estimation algorithm of 
Section 3.2 was found negligible. 
Fig. 2 characterizes the BER performance of the semi- 
blind and group-hlind multiuser detectors considered in 
conjunction with different spreading codes. Observe that 
the performance of  the Zadoff-Chu codes 
[2] is the worst, while MWsh codes achieved the best per- 
formance. 
Finally, Fig. 3 portrays the Mean Square Error (MSE) 
performance of  the subspace-based channel estimator  of 
Section 3.1, while Fig. 4 characterizes the achievable cor- 
rect rank acquisition probability based on the AIC algo- 
rithm of  Section 3.2. 
5.  CONCLUSION 
In this contributim, we  investigated the performance of 
semi-blind and group-blind multiuser detector schenies in 
the coutext of  the MC-CDMA uplink using a  short cyclic 
prefix, which assisted us in removing the IS1 and the phase 
ambiguity associated with the blind  channel estimation 
process.  In our study, both the blind  and  group-blind 
multiuser detectors were shown to be capable of  achiev 
ing a similar performance to that attained with the aid 
of  perfect knowledge of  the channel coefficients, spread- 
ing codes and the rank information,  i.e.  the number of 
users K  supported.  Furthermore, the Walsh spreading 
code based  MC-CDMA scheme outperformed  the carre 
sponding Gold and Zadoff-Chu code based systems.  Our 
future work  will  consider the employment  of blind  and 
group-blind multiuser detectors in the context of the MC- 
CDX4A uplink dispensing with the use of  a cyclic prefix as 
well  as in conjunction with sophisticated channel codes. 
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